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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

In May 2014, MNV Consulting Ltd was contracted by the Glenfarg Renewable Energy Association 
(GREA) to undertake a study to investigate the potential for the development of a community 
hydropower scheme in the Glenfarg area. The scope of work included: 

 
• Identification of possible sites for a hydro scheme 
• Estimation of the hydro potential of each site including capital costs, size of scheme, revenue 

potential and payback time. 
• Recommendations for the most appropriate infrastructure including turbine type and size. 
• Identifications of any potential risks or problems which might prevent the development of a 

scheme. 
• Recommendations for the next steps. 

At a contract start up meeting, MNV confirmed with GREA that the main area to be covered was the 
Glenfarg Community Council area, however if good potential schemes were found just outside of 
this area then these sites were to be included. 
 
To identify the possible sites, MNV undertook a desk top assessment of all watercourses in the area. 
This included a search for suitable catchment areas and topography which could give suitable river 
flows and head for a scheme. Site visits were then carried out to all potential sites to inspect the size 
of the river and any issues which could prevent a scheme being developed.  
 
The Glenfarg reservoir is a major water body in the area and the flow being released by the reservoir 
was considered either as a run-of river scheme or a turbine attached directly to the outflow pipe. A 
meeting was held with Scottish Water to ask whether they would be willing to discuss a hydro 
scheme on their assets and a positive response was received, as long as the scheme was not linked 
directly to live water assets. 
 
Finally a meeting was held with members of the community to discuss the findings and to filter out 
options which were un-likely to be viable developments. 
 
This report details the results of the desk top analysis and the recommendations for further 
development. 
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2 Hydro-power schemes  

2.1 Hydro-power schemes 

Hydropower schemes have three basic configurations:  
1. Diversion (run-of-river) 
2. Impoundment 
3. Pumped Storage.  

 

2.1.1 Diversion (run-of-river) 

In the UK most schemes in the late 19th and early 20th centuries relied on the diversion of water via a 
weir or lade to route water in a penstock to a turbine before returning water to the river system.  In 
many cases these were used to power industrial premises or large dwellings.  Many of these 
schemes became redundant as other forms of power generation and technology were developed, 
although the infrastructure is often still evident.   
 
In recent years run-of-river schemes have been developed more widely particularly in rural areas, 
and are believed to be one of the least environmentally damaging technologies (Figure 1).  Current 
day run of river technology diverts a portion of the flow of a watercourse into a turbine that 
generates electricity. The water is then returned downstream without altering existing water quality 
or water temperature.  
 
The key project components include:  

• A weir – the intake point which usually creates a small head pond to allow the water to fill 
the intake of the penstock pipe but also for a proportion of the water to continue to flow 
down the watercourse. This proportion of flow is a statutory requirement and is known as 
either compensation flow or “hands-off” flow. 

• A penstock – a pipe that carries the water, using gravity, from the intake to the turbine at a 
lower elevation.   The pipe can either be flexible or rigid depending on the amount of water 
being transported and the anticipated pressure of the water based on the head of the 
scheme. 

• A powerhouse – a building containing the turbine(s) that generate electricity from the flow 
of water.  

• A tailrace – a pipe or channel through which water is returned to the watercourse at a point 
downstream of the powerhouse.  

• An access road to the powerhouse and to the intake.  The access to the powerhouse is likely 
to be a permanent route and in many situations will already exist but possibly need 
upgraded.  The access track to the intake can be a temporary construction to facilitate the 
construction of the weir and the laying of the pipe. 

• A substation – located beside the powerhouse to connect the output from the turbine to the 
transmission lines.  

• A transmission line – which links the power to the national grid or brings the power to 
adjacent domestic or business premises. 
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Figure 1  Schematic of a run-of-river hydro scheme 

 

2.1.2 Impoundment  

Impoundment schemes typically rely on a dam or series of dams, which hold back water in flooded 
valley systems, artificially creating hydraulic head from which power is generated.   
 
The key components are very similar to the run-of-river diversion but on a much larger civil 
engineering scale: 
 

• A dam structure - to contain the water within the flooded valley and create pressure.   
• A penstock – either integrated within the dam or running to one side that carries the water 

under pressure to the turbine house at a lower level.  
• A powerhouse – typically with a large turbine hall where the pressure of the water coming 

down the penstock rotates the generators to create electricity.   
• A substation is located adjacent to the powerhouse and linked to transmission lines and the 

national grid.    
 
As impoundment related technology advanced and the political will to develop larger scale hydro 
electric plant increased, significant impoundment schemes were developed, particularly in Scotland 
between the 1920s to 1960s.  These schemes typically had significant environmental as well as social 
impacts and the scale of new construction was significant. Many of the impoundment schemes also 
included inter-catchment transfer where water was piped from different catchments to a central 
turbine.  New regulations, through the Water Framework Directive and Controlled Activities 
Regulations, mean that new schemes based on this approach are no longer viable.  
 
However, on a much small scale, an area of future consideration relates to where existing 
impoundments are already in place as existing or redundant water supply reservoirs.  These could 
represent viable community hydro power resources into the future. 
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2.1.3 Pumped Storage  

Pumped Storage schemes rely on the use of cheaper off-peak energy to pump water back into a 
storage reservoir where it can be used to generate higher revenue electricity during peak usage 
periods.  When set alongside the increased use of more intermittent renewables, particularly wind, 
pumped storage is attractive by having the ability to balance power production and regulate the 
transmission network.   Perhaps the best known pumped storage scheme in the UK is Scottish and 
Southern Energy’s Cruachan power station adjacent to Loch Awe.  The reservoir is underground, 
within the mountain, and is also linked to a visitor centre which is regularly visited by school groups 
and members of the public. 
 

2.2 Requirements to develop a hydro scheme 

Most run-of-river hydro schemes are developed on rivers with a strong and steady flow and a good 
fall down a moderately steep slope. Schemes generally make use of some existing infrastructure 
such as an abandoned weir, pipeline or access track, but most of the development has to be a new 
construction. Strict regulations have developed in Scotland for the construction of hydro schemes so 
that there is minimal impact on the natural environment while promoting renewable energy. 
 
The following sections outline the process which most small run-of-river hydro schemes have to 
follow. 
 

2.2.1 Pre-feasibility study 

A pre-feasibility study is always required to determine the potential of the river to generate power 
and to identify any issues which may affect or prevent construction. At this stage a site walk-over is 
carried out but most of the work is “desk-top” using standard software packages, internet searches 
and agency guidelines to assess the potential. 
 

2.2.2 Funding 

Hydropower schemes involve a significant design and build cost so it is essential to identify likely 
funding sources from the start of the project. For community groups there are various funds and 
grants available for the various stages in the development. Communities need a clear purpose for 
the hydro scheme so that it is not just the biggest scheme possible but meets the financial demands 
of long term projects in the community.  
 

2.2.3 Initial site survey  

An initial site survey should be carried out to inspect the sites for any issues which will provide more 
details for the scheme design. This will take into consideration the optimum siting for hydropower 
generation, avoidance of any features of environmental or cultural importance, avoidance of 
flooding, the physical nature of the ground and soil depths, access routes for construction and 
maintenance, visual impacts and any existing infrastructure. 
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2.2.4 Hydrology 

River gauging will be needed to develop a flow duration curve for the watercourses. The gauging will 
involve the installation of a river gauging station at the proposed intakes and the operation for an 
initial 3 to 12 months depending on the size of the scheme. Regular visits will be made to the 
stations to download the data and undertake manual flow measurements and the data are analysed 
to generate short and long term flow duration curves. The flow duration curves are then assessed in 
terms of representativeness of the monitoring period and the likely inter-year variations in the 
statistics.  
 

2.2.5 Grid connection 

If the power is to be exported to the grid, a grid connection application should be submitted to 
ensure there is capacity in the grid at the points of connection and to book a connection. 
Consideration at this stage should also be made of the options for using all or some of the power 
locally.  
 

2.2.6 Environmental appraisal report 

Assessments will be required of the likely environmental issues which will be needed for an 
environmental appraisal report (or environmental impact assessment if the scheme is sufficiently 
large). The assessments are sent to the Planning Authority and a formal Scoping Opinion requested. 
This will describe in detail the requirements of the environmental surveys to be carried out for the 
development. 
 
Details of each survey will be agreed with SEPA and SNH including the scope of each survey, timing 
of the survey and area to be included. The surveys will be carried out by qualified surveyors 
following standard guidelines. Each survey will include an assessment of the potential impacts of the 
hydro schemes during construction and operation, and mitigation measures suggested. These 
measures will be fed back to the designers of the scheme so that either suitable modifications can 
be made or an explanation given why the modification could not be made and the likely 
consequences.  
 

2.2.7 Pre-planning design  

A fully geo-referenced topographic survey of the site will be required covering the proposed intake 
site, pipeline route and turbine house. Maps should be produced of the pipeline, with long profile 
from the intake to the power house, the intake site and site for the power house (with tailrace) 
which will be in sufficient detail for the architect to use in the designs. Soil depth surveys will be 
required along the routes of the pipeline so that any areas of deep peat can be avoided.  
 
Pre-planning design of the scheme is carried out using information from the topographic survey, soil 
survey, environmental surveys and equipment specifications. The design should include the intake 
structure, penstock, turbine house, grid connection point and access routes. Architectural works in 
relation to the visible structures will include the intake structure and power house.   
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2.2.8 Controlled Activities Regulations (CAR) licence 

Early consultation should be held with SEPA to determine the acceptability of each scheme. CAR 
licence applications are then prepared and submitted to SEPA to include the impoundment of water, 
abstraction of water, discharge of water and any other construction in the watercourse such as a 
pipe bridge. This will require a construction method statement to be prepared with the design, a full 
analysis of the river flow data to determine abstraction rates and compensation flows. 
 

2.2.9 Planning permission 

A planning application will be required for the scheme including design drawings, construction 
method statements, reports on the environmental surveys and river flows.  
 

2.2.10 Detailed design and construction 

Following planning consent the detailed design will be required including specifications for each 
component of the scheme. Tenders are invited for the supply of equipment and the construction of 
the scheme. As part of the planning consent there are likely to be pre-construction conditions such 
as an archaeological survey or repeat protected mammal surveys. A detailed timetable for the works 
will be required to ensure construction is carried out at the most appropriate time of the year, the 
construction meets the delivery time of the turbine and grid connection. 
 

2.2.11 Operation 

Once fully commissioned, the scheme will require minimal maintenance. Depending on the site 
conditions the intake may require cleaning to ensure no debris is in the channel and affecting the 
abstraction. The turbine will require regular visual inspection and an annual maintenance carried out 
by a qualified engineer. 
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3 Identification of possible sites for a hydro scheme 

The map search identified 11 possible schemes with a further one added on request of the Client 
Group. Outline designs for these potential schemes were produced in terms of possible intake and 
turbine sites and a route for the pipeline. These locations and routes are only indicative and must be 
negotiated with the landowners. 

Notes about each scheme with an indicative map of the scheme are included in Table 1. The lines on 
the map indicate possible intake and turbine locations and the routes of the pipeline. Elevation 
profiles are also included which would be used to further refine the design of the scheme to take the 
detailed topography into account. 

Table 1   Outline designs 

Watercourse 
name 

Outline design 

Strawearn 
Burn 

 

The Strawearn Burn is a small watercourse with low flows. The surrounding land has 
a rolling topography and hence the gradient of the pipeline is relatively gentle. 

The intake would be located immediately downstream of a small tributary burn and 
the turbine immediately upstream of the confluence with the Glendy Burn. 
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Watercourse 
name 

Outline design 

Glendy Burn 

 

The Glendy Burn is a medium sized watercourse with low flows. The surrounding 
land has a rolling topography and hence the gradient of the pipeline is initially 
becoming steeper at the bottom end. 

The intake would be located immediately downstream of the confluence with the 
Straweard Burn and the turbine immediately upstream of the confluence with the 
River Farg. 
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Watercourse 
name 

Outline design 

River Farg 
upstream of 

Glenfarg 

 

This potential scheme is on the River Farg with an intake upstream of Glenfarg village 
and a turbine downstream of the village. The river is a medium sized watercourse 
with a reasonable flow however there would be difficulty finding a route around the 
northern side of the village and avoiding any infrastructure. In addition the 
topography is not uniform and so the pipeline would not have a constant downhill 
gradient.  
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Watercourse 
name 

Outline design 

Eastertown 
March Burn 

 

The Eastertown March Burn is a small watercourse with low flows. The surrounding 
land is relatively steep compared with the land to the west of the village however 
the head is still too low for a good scheme. If this burn was to be considered further 
then the small reservoir in the middle catchment should be considered as the intake. 
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Watercourse 
name 

Outline design 

Binn Burn 

 

The Binn Burn is a medium sized watercourse with a moderate flow. The surrounding 
land is relatively steep giving a reasonable gradient for a pipeline. An access road 
exists up the catchment giving good access to the intake and pipeline. The burn is 
currently in a poor condition due to debris from the road in the channel.  

The intake would be located where the gradient of the burn starts to steepen and 
the turbine immediately upstream of main road (A912). 
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Watercourse 
name 

Outline design 

Mill Burn 

 

The Mill Burn is a medium sized watercourse with a moderate flow. The surrounding 
land is relatively steep giving a reasonable gradient for a pipeline. The public road 
(A912) exists up the catchment giving good access to the intake and pipeline.   

The intake would be located where the gradient of the burn starts to steepen and 
the turbine immediately upstream of main road (B996). 
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Watercourse 
name 

Outline design 

Slateford 
Burn 

 

Slateford Burn is a medium sized watercourse with a moderate flow. The 
surrounding land is relatively steep however the burn is located in a gorge so the 
pipe would have to be located on the more open ground. A Scottish Water intake 
exists at the proposed intake point with a large proportion of the water diverted into 
the Glen Farg Reservoir. 
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Watercourse 
name 

Outline design 

Chapel Burn 

 

Chapel Burn is a large watercourse with a high flow. The surrounding land is 
relatively steep however the burn is located in a gorge so the pipe would have to be 
located on the more open ground. The location of the intake would have to be 
selected following a detailed topographic survey so that a downhill route for the 
pipeline out of the gorge could be found. 

The turbine would be located immediately upstream of the minor road at Pathstruie.  
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Watercourse 
name 

Outline design 

Water of 
May 

 

The Water of May is a large watercourse with a high flow. The surrounding land is 
relatively steep however the burn is located in a gorge. A Scottish Water dam exists 
upstream of the proposed intake, it is not known whether this is still used, if not it 
could be considered for the intake structure with the new pipe located along the line 
of the old pipe. 

The turbine would be located immediately upstream of the minor road at Pathstruie.  
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Watercourse 
name 

Outline design 

River Farg in 
Glen Farg 

 

The River Farg in Glen Farg is a large watercourse with a high flow however it is 
greatly influenced by the Glenfarg Reservoir in the upper catchment. The proposed 
scheme would be located close to the main river and the exact locations of the 
infrastructure would be determined following a detailed topographic survey. For this 
assessment the intake was considered close to the sewage works with a turbine 
downstream of the point where the river flows under the main road.  

The river is classified as poor and is a heavily modified water body. Therefore even 
though the gradient is only moderate, abstraction should still be permitted. 
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Watercourse 
name 

Outline design 

River Farg 
with 

aqueduct 

 

This option is a modification to the previous scheme in Glen Farg. Water would be 
abstracted from the main river and channelled in a low pressure pipe along the line 
of the old railway line. Immediately over the bridge the water would be directed into 
a high pressure pipe and straight down to a turbine on the edge of the River Farg.  
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Watercourse 
name 

Outline design 

Glenfarg 
Reservoir 

 

Glenfarg Reservoir is a live asset for Scottish Water which has a licence to release a 
constant flow of water into the upper River Farg. The flow of water is low however it 
is under pressure due to the head of water in the reservoir. With consent from 
Scottish Water, a turbine could be installed in the pipe through the dam. The turbine 
would be small in size however it would be generating for almost 100% of the time 
making it an efficient scheme. The infrastructure would be minimal compared to run-
of river schemes making it a relatively low cost scheme. 
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4 Hydro potential of each site 

The hydro-potential for each site was determined by the following steps: 
 

1. Mapping selection of the potential intake and turbine sites to give the maximum head with 
the minimum pipeline length. 

2. Derive a shape file for the catchment above the intake site using the software package 
“Catchments”. 

3. Estimate the flow duration curve for the river at the intake site using the software package 
“Low Flows”. 

4. Determine the turbine size and type, annual power generation and load factor using the 
software package “Hydra”. 

5. Estimate the capital cost using construction estimates. 
6. Estimate the annual revenue using the most recent feed-in-tariff and export tariff as 

published on the Ofgem web site: 
 
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/89098/fitpaymentratetableforpublication1october2014nonpvtariffs.pdf 

 
A glossary of terms used in the assessment is included in Table 2 with the output from the 
assessments of the 12 options given in Tables 3-15. 
 

Table 2  Glossary of terms 

 
Term 

 
Details 

 
Intake location 

 
Location determined in OS grid coordinates 

 
Turbine location 

 
Location determined in OS grid coordinates 

 
Catchment area above turbine 

Hydrological catchment above the return point of water 
back to the river 

 
Head 

 
Altitude difference between the intake and the turbine 

 
Pipeline length 

 
Length of pipe between the intake and turbine 

 
Length of affected reach 

Length of river between the intake and the return point of 
water back to the river 

 
Gradient of affected reach 

 
Head divided by length of affected reach 
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Term 

 
Details 

 
Watercourse classification 

 
Classification from the SEPA web site: 

http://gis.sepa.org.uk/rbmp/ 

 
Base flow index 

 

Proportion of time (from 0 to 1) the river flow is derived 
from sub-surface sources 

 
Mean annual flow 

 
Average flow during the year 

 
Q30 

Flow which is exceeded for 30% of the time, used to 
estimate the maximum permitted abstraction rate 

 
Q95 

Flow which is exceeded for 95% of the time, used to 
estimate the flow which has to be left in the river 

 
Maximum abstraction 

 
Maximum permitted abstraction rate at the intake site  

 
Turbine size 

 
Maximum power generation  

 
Turbine type 

 
Most suitable turbine type of the flow regime 

 
Annual power generation 

Estimated annual power generation using the flow duration 
curve, turbine type and size 

 
Load factor 

Percentage of the year when the turbine will be generating a 
maximum power 

 
Capital cost 

 
Estimated cost to develop and construct the hydro scheme 

 
Annual revenue 

 
Average income from the scheme using the current tariffs 

 
Simple payback 

 
Capital cost divided by annual revenue 
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Table 3  Strawearn Burn 

Watercourse name 
 

Strawearn Burn 

Intake location  NO 11060 09408 

Turbine location  NO 12262 09420 

Catchment area above turbine  3.78km2 

Head  48m 

Pipeline length  1120m 

Length of affected reach  1300m 

Gradient of affected reach  0.036m/m 

Watercourse classification  Not classified 

Hydrology Base flow index 0.61 

 Mean annual flow 0.036m3/s 

 Q30 0.037m3/s 

 Q95 0.007m3/s 

Maximum abstraction  0.055m3/s 

Turbine size  17.5kW 

Turbine type  Crossflow 

Annual power generation  58.7MW hr 

Load factor  39% 

Capital cost  £215,000 

Annual revenue  £14,376 

Simple payback  6.6% 
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Table 4  Glendy Burn 

Watercourse name 
 
Glendy Burn 

Intake location  NO 12292 09425 

Turbine location  NO 12711 10338 

Catchment area above turbine  4.49 km2 

Head  30m 

Pipeline length  1010m 

Length of affected reach  1120m 

Gradient of affected reach  0.026m/m 

Watercourse classification  Not classified 

Hydrology Base flow index 0.61 

 Mean annual flow 0.091 m3/s 

 Q30 0.095m3/s 

 Q95 0.018m3/s 

Maximum abstraction  0.142m3/s 

Turbine size  28kW 

Turbine type  Crossflow 

Annual power generation  93.4MW hr 

Load factor  39% 

Capital cost  £218,000 

Annual revenue  £22,874 

Simple payback  10.4% 
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Table 5  River Farg upstream of Glenfarg 

Watercourse name 
 
River Farg upstream of Glenfarg 

Intake location  NO12745 10340 

Turbine location  NO 13935 11528 

Catchment area above turbine  17.23 km2 

Head  26m 

Pipeline length  1770m 

Length of affected reach  1980m 

Gradient of affected reach  0.013 m/m 

Watercourse classification  Poor 

Hydrology Base flow index 0.61 

 Mean annual flow 0.290 m3/s 

 Q30 0.305m3/s 

 Q95 0.067m3/s 

Maximum abstraction  0.457m3/s 

Turbine size  75kW 

Turbine type  Crossflow 

Annual power generation  251.6MW hr 

Load factor  38% 

Capital cost  £439,600 

Annual revenue  £61,617 

Simple payback  14.0% 
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Table 6  Eastertown March Burn 

Watercourse name 
 
Eastertown March Burn 

Intake location  NO 12867 11803 

Turbine location  NO13685 11438 

Catchment area above turbine  1.65 km2 

Head  45m 

Pipeline length  854m 

Length of affected reach  1060m 

Gradient of affected reach  0.042 m/m 

Watercourse classification  Not classified 

Hydrology Base flow index 0.61 

 Mean annual flow 0.026 m3/s 

 Q30 0.028m3/s 

 Q95 0.006m3/s 

Maximum abstraction  0.042m3/s 

Turbine size  12kW 

Turbine type  Crossflow 

Annual power generation  40.5MW hr 

Load factor  39% 

Capital cost  £180,200 

Annual revenue  £9,918 

Simple payback  5.5% 
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Table 7  Binn Burn 

Watercourse name 
 
Binn Burn 

Intake location  NO17293 12923 

Turbine location  NO 16140 13243 

Catchment area above turbine  2.90 km2 

Head  81m 

Pipeline length  974m 

Length of affected reach  1270m 

Gradient of affected reach  0.063 m/m 

Watercourse classification  Not classified 

Hydrology Base flow index 0.61 

 Mean annual flow 0.029 m3/s 

 Q30 0.032m3/s 

 Q95 0.007m3/s 

Maximum abstraction  0.048m3/s 

Turbine size  26kW 

Turbine type  Turgo 

Annual power generation  26.8MW hr 

Load factor  38% 

Capital cost  £230,600 

Annual revenue  £22,188 

Simple payback  9.6% 
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Table 8  Mill Burn 

Watercourse name 
 
Mill Burn 

Intake location  NO16565 11720 

Turbine location  NO 16075 13073 

Catchment area above turbine  4.16 km2 

Head  70m 

Pipeline length  1420m 

Length of affected reach  1510m 

Gradient of affected reach  0.046 m/m 

Watercourse classification  Not classified 

Hydrology Base flow index 0.61 

 Mean annual flow 0.033 m3/s 

 Q30 0.036m3/s 

 Q95 0.008m3/s 

Maximum abstraction  0.054m3/s 

Turbine size  26kW 

Turbine type  Turgo 

Annual power generation  88.2MW hr 

Load factor  38% 

Capital cost  £253.000 

Annual revenue  £21,600 

Simple payback  8.5% 
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Table 9  Slateford Burn 

Watercourse name 
 
Slateford Burn 

Intake location  NO 08450 10500 

Turbine location  NO 08495 12185 

Catchment area above turbine  5.95 km2 

Head  83m 

Pipeline length  2020m 

Length of affected reach  1980m 

Gradient of affected reach  0.041 m/m 

Watercourse classification  Not classified 

Hydrology Base flow index 0.61 

 Mean annual flow 0.120 m3/s 

 Q30 0.124m3/s 

 Q95 0.023m3/s 

Maximum abstraction  0.186m3/s 

Turbine size  111kW 

Turbine type  Pelton 

Annual power generation  384.3MW hr 

Load factor  39% 

Capital cost  £520,000 

Annual revenue  £78,243 

Simple payback  15.0% 
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Table 10  Slateford Burn 

Watercourse name 
 
Chapel Burn 

Intake location  NO 07255 10658 

Turbine location  NO 07787 11768 

Catchment area above turbine  8.60 km2 

Head  65m 

Pipeline length  1400m 

Length of affected reach  1550m 

Gradient of affected reach  0.041 m/m 

Watercourse classification  Not classified 

Hydrology Base flow index 0.47 

 Mean annual flow 0.220 m3/s 

 Q30 0.232m3/s 

 Q95 0.043m3/s 

Maximum abstraction  0.348m3/s 

Turbine size  162kW 

Turbine type  Pelton 

Annual power generation  561.1MW hr 

Load factor  39% 

Capital cost  £610,200 

Annual revenue  £114,240 

Simple payback  18.7% 
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Table 11  Water of May 

Watercourse name 
 
Water of May 

Intake location  NO 06157 11163 

Turbine location  NO 07742 11985 

Catchment area above turbine  16.28 km2 

Head  55m 

Pipeline length  1830m 

Length of affected reach  1970m 

Gradient of affected reach  0.027 m/m 

Watercourse classification  Good 

Hydrology Base flow index 0.43 

 Mean annual flow 0.460 m3/s 

 Q30 0.770m3/s 

 Q95 0.140m3/s 

Maximum abstraction  1.155m3/s 

Turbine size  302kW 

Turbine type  Francis 

Annual power generation  878.7MW hr 

Load factor  33% 

Capital cost  £952,200 

Annual revenue  £148,940 

Simple payback  15.6% 
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Table 12  River Farg in Glenfarg 

Watercourse name 
 
River Farg in Glenfarg 

Intake location  NO 13797 11428 

Turbine location  NO 15122 12720 

Catchment area above turbine  22.91 km2 

Head  42m 

Pipeline length  1900m 

Length of affected reach  1940m 

Gradient of affected reach  0.021 m/m 

Watercourse classification  Poor 

Hydrology Base flow index 0.61 

 Mean annual flow 0.360 m3/s 

 Q30 0.301m3/s 

 Q95 0.084m3/s 

Maximum abstraction  0.451m3/s 

Turbine size  175kW 

Turbine type  Francis 

Annual power generation  505.9MW hr 

Load factor  33% 

Capital cost  £674,600 

Annual revenue  £85,750 

Simple payback  12.7% 
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Table 13  River Farg with aqueduct 

Watercourse name 
 
River Farg with aqueduct 

Intake location  NO 13797 11428 

Turbine location  NO 15547 13135 

Catchment area above turbine  23.58 km2 

Head  15m 

Pipeline length  36m 

Length of affected reach  850m 

Gradient of affected reach  0.017 m/m 

Watercourse classification  Poor 

Hydrology Base flow index 0.61 

 Mean annual flow 0.360 m3/s 

 Q30 0.301m3/s 

 Q95 0.084m3/s 

Maximum abstraction  0.451m3/s 

Turbine size  59kW 

Turbine type  Francis 

Annual power generation  121.0MW hr 

Load factor  23% 

Capital cost  £327,000 

Annual revenue  £29,306 

Simple payback  8.9% 
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Table 14  Glenfarg Reservoir 

Watercourse name 
 
Glenfarg Reservoir 

Intake location  NO 11015 10793 

Turbine location  NO 11015 10793 

Catchment area above turbine  6.29 km2 

Head  15m 

Pipeline length  0m 

Length of affected reach  0m 

Gradient of affected reach  - 

Watercourse classification  Poor 

Hydrology Base flow index 0.61 

 Mean annual flow 0.022 m3/s 

 Q30 0.022 m3/s 

 Q95 0.022 m3/s 

Maximum abstraction  0.022 m3/s 

Turbine size  4.1kW 

Turbine type  Pelton 

Annual power generation  34.1MW hr 

Load factor  95% 

Capital cost  £38,200 

Annual revenue  £8,866 

Simple payback  23.2% 
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Summaries of the turbines, power generation, capital cost and annual revenue are shown in Figures 
2-5.  

 

Figure 2  Turbine sizes 

 

 

Figure 3  Annual power generation 
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Figure 4  Capital costs 

 

 

Figure 5  Annual revenue 
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5 Potential risks or advantages 

The potential risks and advantages associated with the individual schemes are given in Table 15. 

Table 15   Potential risks and advantages 

Watercourse name Potential risk Advantages Viability 

Strawearn Burn 

• Small burn with a 
low flow 

• Small head with a 
low gradient 

• Unknown 
agreement of the 
landowner 

• Ease of access 
for construction 

No 

Glendy Burn 

• Small burn with a 
low flow 

• Small head with a 
low gradient  

• Unknown 
agreement of the 
landowner 

• Ease of access 
for construction 

No 

River Farg upstream 
of Glenfarg 

• Pipeline extends 
around the village of 
Glenfarg and is likely 
to affect houses and 
may cross services 

• Difficult topography 
because of 
restrictions in the 
route of the pipeline 

• Small head with a 
low gradient  

• Unknown 
agreement of the 
landowner 

• Reasonable flow 

No 

Eastertown March 
Burn 

• Small burn with a 
low flow 

• Small head with a 
low gradient  

• Unknown 
agreement of the 
landowner 

 

• Small reservoir 
upstream which 
could be used 
for the intake 

No 
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Watercourse name Potential risk Advantages Viability 

Binn Burn 

• Flow estimate is low 
and would need an 
early confirmation 
through monitoring  

• Unknown 
agreement of the 
landowner 

• Burn is degraded 
and could be 
improved 

• Access road 
through the 
development 
site 

• Reasonable 
head 

Possible 

Mill Burn 

• Flow estimate is low 
and would need an 
early confirmation 
through monitoring  

• Unknown 
agreement of the 
landowner 

• Access through 
the 
development 
site 

• Reasonable 
head 

Possible 

Slateford Burn 

• Scottish Water 
intake on burn 
abstracting most of 
the water 

• Long pipeline 
• Deep gully makes 

construction difficult  
• Unknown 

agreement of the 
landowner 

• Natural flow 
would have 
been good 

No 

Chapel Burn 

• Deep gully makes 
construction difficult 

• Distance from 
Glenfarg  

• Unknown 
agreement of the 
landowner 

 

 

 

 

• Good flow 
• Good head 

Possible 
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Watercourse name Potential risk Advantages Viability 

Water of May 

• Deep gully makes 
construction difficult 

• Possible Scottish 
Water abstraction 
upstream of intake 

• Distance from 
Glenfarg  

• Unknown 
agreement of the 
landowner 

• Good flow 
• Good head 

Possible 

River Farg in 
Glenfarg 

• Needs a detailed 
topographic survey 
to find the best 
locations for the 
infrastructure 

• Unknown 
agreement of the 
landowner 

• Good flow  
• Reasonable 

head 
• Access good to 

all areas of the 
development 

• Watercourse is 
already heavily 
modified so 
would be 
acceptable to 
SEPA 

Yes 

River Farg with 
aqueduct 

• Needs a detailed 
topographic survey 
to find the best 
locations for the 
infrastructure 

• Loss of head along 
the aqueduct 

• Unknown 
agreement of the 
landowner 

• Good flow  
• Reasonable 

head 
• Access good to 

all areas of the 
development 

• Watercourse is 
already heavily 
modified so 
would be 
acceptable to 
SEPA 

 

 

 

 

Possible 
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Watercourse name Potential risk Advantages Viability 

Glenfarg Reservoir 

• Negotiation with 
Scottish Water 
needed 

• Constant flow 
• Reasonable 

head 
• Ease of 

construction 
• Possible 

consumer at the 
water treatment 
works so 
increased export 
tariff 

Yes 
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6 Recommendations for the next steps 

The assessment has identified 2 good sites and 5 possible sites: 
 
Good sites: 

• River Farg in Glenfarg 
• Glenfarg Reservoir 

 
Possible sites: 

• Binn Burn 
• Mill Burn 
• Chapel Burn 
• Water of May 
• River Farg in Glenfarg with aqueduct 

 
It is recommended that the two “good” sites be pursued by the community. These sites offer two 
contrasting options, one a relatively large development (175kW) and one a relatively small 
development (4kW). The larger development would be more problematic in terms of raising capital 
for the development and construction stages however if a good financial option could be secured 
then the return could be greater than 10%. The smaller development would be the less complex 
scheme to develop, depending on the response from Scottish Water, the capital requirement is 
significantly less and the return is very good, greater than 20%. 
 
The smart option would be to plan to develop both schemes so that the community will have a rapid 
return of low revenue with a longer term scheme of higher revenue. The small scheme would go 
ahead to quickly start generating low level revenue for the community while the larger scheme goes 
through the design and construct stages and generates more significant revenue but over a longer 
period of time. 
 
In conclusion the next steps are therefore: 
 

1. Discuss the Glenfarg reservoir option with Scottish Water 
2. Discuss the River Farg option with the landowner 
3. Investigate funding options to support the development of both schemes. 
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